An incredible opportunity to hang out with the very cool and talented artist Nicholas Coley! You can choose between two wonderful experiences and select your favorite piece (3’ x 3’ or 3’ x 4’) from his fabulous studio collection.

Enjoy coffee or lunch or drinks (your choice) with Nicholas at his Mill Valley home studio. Nicholas will describe his painting process and share his many works of art. Or Nicholas will take you to some of his favorite Marin painting spots and describe how he chooses his locations. (Nicholas might even be coaxed into painting onsite. You might want to pick up a brush as well!)

This will be an AMAZING afternoon with one of Dart Art’s most sought-after artists. His pieces always go in the first round.

Paint or Dine with artist Nicholas Coley
Choose your art piece from his private collection
Donated by Nicholas and Tracy Coley
Value: $4,500
Gary Bukovnik is a celebrated Bay Area artist who is associated with the San Francisco Symphony for the decades during which his paintings graced the walls of San Francisco’s Davies Symphony Hall. With his international solo museum exhibition experience, Gary’s iconic works are recognized worldwide.

Gary is a master watercolorist who fuses sensual vitality with fluid yet powerful colorations to create floral images of great depth and intensity that convey a feeling of being truly alive. Bukovnik’s paintings speak in a universal language of simplicity, elegance, and joy, and he is recently the focus of A Life in Art, a new film about rediscovering our passions.
Katy Kuhn lives life with enthusiasm and creativity, choosing to paint as a way of processing what she sees and feels - both to have an immediate and vital experience, and to create an experience for others to explore.

As an avid traveler, Katy seeks inspiration in new and provocative surroundings. Be it of the earth or the machinery of humankind, the world pulses with life and beseeches an interactive response. As an artist she wants to share the motion and rhythm she feels and sees! To celebrate spontaneity and joy. To be vulnerable and encounter deep feelings. To explore the essence of spirit and share her findings.

“Art for me is the bridge between being and sensing, thus living life in its fullest offering. Making art connects me to the greater universe: to people, places, ideas, and romance. It’s essential.”

Katy is a Bay Area native, a third generation Californian, and has lived in Marin for over 27 years. She earned a Bachelor of Arts from UC Berkeley and studied monotype printmaking at the Idyllwild Arts Academy in Southern California.
Excursion for Four

Private Plane
Plan your own Adventure  
Donated by Scott and Phyllis Bedford 
Value: Priceless 
Similar charter service cost is $30,000+

Plan your personalized round-trip excursion to ANYWHERE in the Western US with the freedom to go and return when you choose. Up to 4 people will fly privately with pilot Scott Bedford and commercial co-pilot Roy Richardson (30 years of flying experience and 25,000 hours) in an Epic G1000*. This hand-tailored trip is one-of-a-kind and is an experience you and your guests will always remember. Enjoy all the perks of flying private - no lines, no waiting, no security and the ultimate in flexibility with no change fees. Start dreaming of where you want to go...

IDEAS
Tahoe: 30 minutes • Santa Barbara: 50 minutes • Sun Valley: 1 hour and 30 minutes
Bozeman: 2 hours and 15 minutes • Aspen: 2 hours and 15 minutes • Santa Fe: 2 hours and 30 minutes

*no bathroom on board
Valid: June 2024 – December 2025 on mutually agreed upon dates.
Stylish Elegance

18K Yellow Gold Diamond Hoop Earrings
Donated by Kerns Fine Jewelry
Value: $5,000

Raffle Price: Each ticket $50 (125 tickets available)

The classic hoop is elevated! With 62 round brilliant cut diamonds are set “inside/outside,” on the outside of the front and the inside of the back, so that all that everyone sees is diamonds! Approximately 1 inch in diameter and with a total diamond weight of .88 carats, these are the perfect size to wear day or night!

Hoop earrings are truly timeless and you can never have too many varieties. Designed in-house by Kerns’ team of stylists, these are the perfect combination of size and weight and with a jumbo backed post, so they hang beautifully. Enjoy these classic and modern earrings every day.